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Senator time, meanwhile, will go into effect tension. Each student whose calks have been extended from his temporary classification will be notified by the Housing Head when issued solely on the basis of his temporary housing classification will be notified by letter of his housing status. Enforcement of University motor vehicle rules and regulations, meanwhile, will go into effect at 8 a.m. Monday. All faculty, staff, and students operating motor vehicles must display registration decals by that time, the announcement said.

Anita Kuo Quits As Off-Campus Housing Head

Mrs. Anita Kuo, coordinator for off-campus housing at SIU, has resigned her position. Mrs. Kuo, wife of Ping-Chung Kuo, an economics professor, has worked in the housing office since 1959. Jack Graham, dean of student affairs, said Wednesday, "We have regretted Mrs. Kuo's work for many years."

James Crownor, professor of special education,

By Dianne Anderson

Emotionally disturbed—socially maladjusted children and the deaf and hard of hearing need teachers. The state of Illinois and SIU have recognized this need and are taking steps to meet it.

Emphasis areas in the training of such children have been added to both the graduate and undergraduate levels in the Department of Special Education. The lack of teachers and teacher candidates is acute, according to

Situ Meets Needs in Special Education; New Program Started for Handicapped

By Anita Anderson

The recently passed House Bill 1407 has mandated special education for the handicapped in all public school districts or groups of districts by 1969. Mrs. Kuo's work for many years,"

Graham said that Mrs. Kuo's work in the Housing Office was essentially finished. She feels that the major effort now will be both the enforcement of the regulations. Graham said. Since 1959, Joseph F. Zaleski, assistant dean of student affairs, has been in charge of the new Office of Undergraduate Off-Campus Housing and Motor Vehicle Regulations.

Homecoming Contest Entries, Election of Queen Announced

Campus elections for Homecoming queen, queen's attendants, and Mr. and Miss Freshman will be Friday, Oct. 21.

Polls will be open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Students must be at the three contests must be returned to the information desk of the University Center by 9 p.m. Friday.

Campus rules will be announced later.

Board of Trustees Will Study Plan

The Campus Senate in its regular Wednesday night meeting passed a bill stating the University's role in student housing.

The body requested that the Board of Trustees pass the following regulations at their next meeting:

1. All single freshmen not residing with their parents or legal guardians, and under the age of 21, shall be allowed to live in "accepted" University housing.

2. All single sophomores under the age of 21 shall be required to live in University "accepted" housing unless they have a 3.0 grade average and parental permission to live elsewhere.

3. All juniors and seniors under the age of 21 shall be allowed to live in "accepted" housing unless they have a 3.0 grade average and parental permission to live elsewhere.

4. Any student who is 21 years of age or older shall have the freedom to select the housing of his or her choice.

5. The University shall have for good cause the right to allow exceptions to the right of the foregoing rules.

The student body president and the entire student government organization will support the measure, according to the bill.

In other action, the Senate was divided on the final exam question. It was reported that President Morris would send the bill to the University Council and academic deans on Monday for approval, to be similar to last week's Senate measure calling for one-hour finals in General Studies courses and two-hour finals for upper-level courses not in the General Studies program.

Gus Bode

Gus says Honda is a Japanese word meaning goodbye
ON CAMPUS JOB INTERVIEWS

RALSTON PURINA CO.: Seeking marketing, liberal arts majors with farm background for positions as sales trainees. Appointments for on-campus job interviews for the week of Oct. 17-21 can be made at the Placement Service in Anthony Hall. Oct. 20

STATE FARM INSURANCE CO.: Seeking college seniors with a major in law, business administration, liberal arts or related areas for positions as field claim representatives. Seeking mathematic majors for actuarial assistants; seeking mathematics or statistics majors for research assistant trainees; seeking mathematics, statistics or data processing majors for programmers, systems analysts, secretaries, and data statistician, data control assistant. KELLWOOD CO., HAWTHORN DIVISION: Seeking chemical engineers, chemists in industrial engineering, mechanical engineers, business majors (personnel, management, administration, etc.).

FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN ST. LOUIS: Seeking accounting, economics, finance, management majors for positions in general banking practices.

CITY OF CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Seeking teacher candidates for all elementary grades and all secondary subject areas. Oct. 21

ON RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

"Fair Housing" Hearing Slated

A public hearing on "fair housing," called by the Illinois Commission on Human Relations at 9 a.m., Saturday in the Municipal Court Room of city hall. The hearing is the first in a series of public hearings in various Illinois communities to gather information on the following.

At Health Service

The following admissions of discrimination will be heard Wednesday by the Illinois Commission on Human Relations: Donald Dean Smith, University Park; Raymond Dean, University Park.

Dismissal: Infirmary, Lincoln; Consisting of: Edward O'Day, Arms: Stephen Eury, 500 W. Miller, Murray; Donald Dean Smith, University Park, Doctors Hospital, Kent Martin.

Greeting Cards on Sale

UNICEF greeting cards are now on sale at the Student Christian Foundation, 913 S. Illinois Ave., from 8 a.m. to noon and from 1 to 5 p.m. on weekdays.

Daily Egyptian
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30 Arrests

Big Weekend Crowds Court

"The biggest weekend yet," was the way the Security Office described Friday and Saturday nights. At least 30 arrests were made. Many of these were for underage drinking and for attempting to purchase alcohol illegally.

Thirteen of the students appeared before Magistrate Robert Schwartz in the Carbondale Circuit Court.

William Dilworth, 410 W. Freeman; Jon Vrabek, 115 Small Group Housing; and Ronald Panice, 410 Lincoln, each fined $30 on charges of public intoxication and $25 for underage drinking.

William Beuchler of Route 2, Carbondale, was fined $20 on a charge of public intoxication.

Beuchler, Dilworth, Panice and Vrabek were arrested early Sunday by SIU security officers who said they were trying to pull up a setup sign at the corner of Campus Drive and Oakland Avenue.

John R. Kuntius of Skokie was fined $40 and $5 costs on a charge of underage drinking. Fined $25 for underage drinking were: Joseph M. Nixon, 501 S. Washington; Arthur R. Rosa, 504 S. Rawlings; Wilbur D. lemon of Iuka.

Robert G. Carlandran, Route 2, Carbondale, Joseph Bauerle and Howard H. Barrows, both Allen Hall and June Larson. The latter three were arrested by security officers Friday evening.

Carlandran was arrested by city police on Main Street. Also fined $25 and costs was Robert J. Swy, 1213 S. Wall.
FM to Present Behind-Scenes Sports Story

Paul Dugas, who has 15 years of professional broadcasting, will present a behind-the-scenes story of sports at SIU on "Let's Talk Sports!"

Foreign Students To Be Featured On TV Interview

Interviews between high school students and foreign students at SIU will be featured on "Ask Me About" at 6 p.m. today on WSIU-TV.

Other highlights:

11:25 a.m. Struggle for Peace.


8:30 p.m. You Are There: Modern Boxing.

9:30 p.m. Biography: Chiang Kai-shek.

10 p.m. Film Classics: "The Magnificent Ambersons."

The Young Republicans will meet at 8 p.m. in Ballroom A of the University Center.

The SIU Sailing Club will meet at 9 p.m. in Room 208 of the Home Economics Building.

Activities

Meetings, Intramural Sports Scheduled for Campus Today

The Interfaith Council will meet at 10 a.m. today in Room D of the University Center.

A Placement Service meeting will be held at 3 p.m. in Muckelroy Auditorium in the Agriculture Building.

The Graduate Students Club will meet at 4 p.m. in Room C of the University Center.

Intramural flag football will be played at 4:30 p.m. on the practice field.

Women's Recreation Association Hockey will be played at 4 p.m. on the Wall Park Field.

Angel Flight rehearsal will be held at 5 p.m. in Muckelroy Auditorium in the Agriculture Building.

Theta Sigma Phi, professional journalism fraternity for women, will meet at 5 p.m. in Room D of the University Center.

Rehearsal for "That Was the Campus That Was" will be held at 7 p.m. in Muckelroy Auditorium in the Agriculture Building.

The women's competitive swim team will meet at 5:45 p.m. in the University Swimming Pool.

WRA gymnastics will be held at 7 a.m. in Room 207 of the Women's Gym.

Phi Beta Lambda, profession-
Two-Sided Analysis Needed on Protests

Mr. Dinnerville’s letter to the editor, which appeared in the Oct. 11 Daily Egyptian, was well written and in some instances, correct.

But most of the points Mr. Dinnerville makes are necessarily true. First of all, the protest against the administration’s policy against cycles and off-campus living is being carried out by more than a small minority of students.

Thus, the movement is being led by a handful of students, but not everyone can be chiefs because the chiefs have to some Indians behind them. Therefore, not everyone can be a small group of students starting things and thousands are waiting in the wings to help out.

Mr. Dinnerville’s point that students come to a university and voluntarily agree to follow procedures as set down by the administration is also true. However, Mr. Dinnerville, you are missing the entire point. Students don’t disagree with everything that the administration does, just the things that are ridiculous.

The restrictions on off-campus unoccupied dorms weren’t needed, or in fact even thought that some private firms started building small dormitories in Carbon-dale where one night, Daily said would be filled because of increased enrollment. This plan backfired when SIU enrollment estimate for this school year fell short and these dormitories now stand empty or partially filled.

Now, because of a blunder by the administration, students who have every right to live in unsupervised housing are being told to move into dormitories where living conditions are not up to what a junior or senior in college would expect.

The motorbike situation is another blunder of the administration. Four years ago, students weren’t allowed to move bikes over 50 cc. Three years ago the administration lifted this restriction and there was a big influx of 650 cc and bikes. This has not caused the administration to realize its error and seek to remedy it by banning bikes completely. This is clearly the answer, not the hidden agenda to help out, as some say, in Egypt.

Dinnerville on his statement that students are a little quick to criticize the administration, does not give credit where credit is due. The administration has done much to improve SIU in recent years and should be commended.

But these recent blunders and the attempted cover-ups are salling the record of a previously good administration.

President Taking Right Steps To Tend Ties With Moscow

The immediate reasons for taking additional steps for improving United States relations with Soviet Union and Eastern Europe are not difficult to fathom. The President wanted to gain an atmosphere for the Washington meeting he had scheduled with Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko, and he wanted to assure Europeans that his trip to the Far East later this month does not mean he is overlooking their problems.

Tactics aside, Mr. Johnson wanted his International Conference of Editorial Writers was constructive and well received.

Mr. Johnson indicated that the United States would be willing to reduce the number of its troops in Europe if the Russians would do the same. The presence of U.S. forces perpetuates cold war attitudes and constitutes a serious drain on U.S. dollars.

In view of the fact that Soviet-U.S. relations have been deteriorating somewhat due to American escalation of the Viet Nam war it is reassuring to find Mr. Johnson moving in the opposite direction. The United States and Russia, the two nuclear superpowers each capable of blowing up the world, to live together or perish together; much more ought to be done in the area of cooperation.

---St. Louis Post-Dispatch

David Margulies

Students as Citizens Must Have Rights

To the editor:

I am one of the members of the "Certain minority of students" discussed by Raymond Dinnerville in his letter to the Daily Egyptian. Ray seems to misunderstand the ideas behind the student rights movement, probably because he spends all his time studying.

I will agree that getting a college education is a privilege. But I think it is going to become a right in the near future, just as high school is now.

However, I do not feel that students should be forced to sign away their rights as a citizen in order to get a quality education. The State of Illinois gives its citizens the right to own cars. The Constitution gives us protection from double jeopardy and unlawful searches, I certainly do not see why I should be forced to give up these rights in order to get an education.

I also agree with Ray that the University has been given the privilege to make these rules by the state legislature. Had the University not abused the privilege by making arbitrary rules behind the backs of the students and enforcing them too quickly, there would be no problem.

Furthermore, as citizens of this state, the students of SIU have a right to bring to the attention of their legislature the problems facing their school. We are merely exercising our rights as citizens to bring pressure to bear on our legislators.

As for asking the administration for all it has done, I think that the students of SIU school give credit where credit is due. However, this does not mean that we must overlook the fault of the administration. The administration is hired and paid by the people of this state and is responsible to the people for their action.

Right now, Ray, you are too busy studying to be willing to work for your rights. When you graduate you will be too busy working or doing something else you consider more important.

You will write letters to your local paper asking why people are demonstrating for better schools or housing or police protection or civil rights, Well, all right, Raymond Dinnerville. This country was not built by people like you and it will not be improved by people like you.

---Chicago's American

News Item: Sen Fullbright claims Viet newsmen are obsessed with death

To the Editor:

Now, I don’t like to compl*yme t anyone on his food serv*ice, in its efficiency, reminds me a little of Big Horn or Detroit’s Edsel. It just isn’t what it pretends to be, mainly with regard to students and faculty.

Much is tolerated by the consumer — unsanitary seat-ing, long lines, rising costs with no new meal tickets added in a babysitting expense with two meal tickets instead of the old, single ticket.

I do not doubt that all these difficulties are fabulous but in the near future. The new management might even be considered as the ones who are in charge, and solve two problems at once — the overcharging and cost by having students and faculty receive discounts, if they brought their own meal cards and folding chairs for their tennis.

The food service has shown some ingenuity by solving the problem of the food service which posed the difficulty of having a specialty organized and served twice a day. It was very carefully cut down so that the menu was not overwhelmed and people can deliver an oratory on rising costs and the need for higher prices. I cannot make precise little equations on how much higher and over the mean going to mean one or two cents difference in the cost of a bowl of soup.

I should not be dismayed over the situation since the administration is on my side in that they look after the welfare of their students and faculty. Why else would the motorcycles and new rules be allowed? The administration wants to protect and defend the students’ rights and education?

I know the administration cares enough to see that proper diets are provided by the Center at reasonable prices and conditions. But even if nothing is done, I can still live on Spudnuts and Mountain Dew.

---Columbia"
Youthful Apprenticeship

Absolute Rights Are Rare

(The Manteca, Calif., Bulletin)

The thing wrong with all of this civil rights business, I think, is that too many people forget that there are very few rights that are absolute. Like the other day when we were stopped by a couple of irrigated high school students. It happens that the schools are enforcing some regulations as to dress and appearance and have been putting some teeth into it by sending kids home who don't conform to the rules.

So these students weren't very happy, and they said something like this: "Those school officials are interfering with our basic civil rights as citizens." But that's only a portion of the rights that are involved. What of the right of those people in charge of schools to establish and enforce reasonable rules and regulations if they didn't operate under some reasonable rules, you wouldn't have an educational institution at all, but complete anarchism.

A point missed by a lot of young people today—and this includes quite a few students at the University of California and elsewhere—is that a human being doesn't automatically have complete freedom simply because he is alive and occupies space. Any member of the human race is to consider the rights, feelings, sensibilities, or what have you, of other members of the race. Then, of course, it must be conceded that young people are not quite full-fledged citizens and have to conform to a flock of rules and regulations that their elders don't. The government, in its infinite wisdom, decrees that you can't smoke until you are 18 and can't drink alcoholic beverages until you're 21, and so on. And notably, it withholds the most precious of all the rights of citizens, that of voting, until the ripe age of 21 is reached.

Thus, society is saying that younger people are in a state of being prepared for citizenship and, until the apprenticeship is served, they are just going to have to put up with what seems to be a little tyranny on the part of their elders. And, to put it more bluntly, skirts should be longer. We've had several occasions to talk to classes in both the elementary schools and the high schools, and we have to say that the view from up in front of the class is a little shocking. We'll skip the lewd and lascivious details—suffice to say that the same thing in different circles would get a girl arrested for indecent exposure. Sure, we're probably getting to be an old square, or whatever they call people like us today. But square or not square, the schools really should force the hemline down.

Speaking of rights, you might discuss the riots in the ghettos of Chicago, but I think I'd have to have a very high opinion of the whites who shout obscenities and toss bottles and bricks at the police. But disagreeing that there is another side to the coin.

We think we would feel that we are entitled to a little peace and quiet in our own residential neighborhood. Wouldn't it be violating our rights if a mob of people massed in front of our homes to protest a subdivision policy that we may or may not agree with? Are we not entitled to live at home in peace and quiet without harassment?

And, let's be blunt again—don't have the right to be prejudiced if we choose? Take the case of that judge the Negroes have been picketing under because he belongs to the Fraternal Order of Eagles, and they say that he shouldn't belong because the Eagles don't accept Negroes as members.

We're not an Eagle, so we don't know what their policies are. Nor do care—the Eagles are a fraternization organization and can set any standard of membership they wish. Regardless of the civil rights problems of any group, do not we as individuals or groups of individuals have the freedom of association?

And this, of course, is what we're arguing about freedoms as they apply to individuals. The civil rights groups were absolutely correct in bringing to an end any laws which restrict their rights as citizens. You can't have government by simple majority and the majority—in this case the whites—have no legal right to deprive anyone else of his constitutional rights.

But we are getting into an area far removed from this field. We are now in a field where people are barrassing others simply because they choose where they live and whom they associate with.

The leaders in the Filthy Speech Movement at the University of California at Berkeley thought their rights were absolute and they could freely stand up in public and shout out four-letter obscenities. They have, of course, a perfect right to form a four-letter word society and can cuss among each other far into the night if they want to.

But they completely ignored the rights of everyone else who chose not to be subjected to the obscenities.

This is a point too many people forget—we don't have absolute rights, but must consider the rights of others. And young students, who feel their rights are trampled upon, might look ahead and ponder the fact that all through their adult lives they will be doing a lot of giving and taking on this matter of rights. And much of this is a lot longer than the length of a skirt or an unshaven face.

Research in Alcoholism

Suggests New Theory

By FRANK CAREY

WASHINGTON (AP)—Tests with hamsters given alcohol—some to the point of drunkenness—have suggested a new theory on the cause of human alcoholism, two Texas researchers have reported.

The admittedly-entertaining theory is that chronic, uncontrolled binges lead to a more inborn defect, in certain individuals, in the brain's ability to metabolize or burn a certain kind of alcohol called glucuronide.

They said the theory appears to explain why candy- and sugar-sweetened drinks are often helpful to drunken seekers to recover from a drinking bout. The extra sugar thus provided to the blood may combat alcohol in some individuals may stem from a more severe inborn defect, in certain individuals, in the brain's ability to metabolize or burn a certain kind of alcohol called glucuronide.

In their report, the investigators said an impairment of glucuronide-metabolism in the brain means that there is a greater tendency for a more or less inborn defect, in certain individuals, in the brain's ability to metabolize or burn a certain kind of alcohol called glucuronide.

In the brain tests, 42 animals were given preliminary treatments with alcohol. Then they were given the liquor diet for periods up to 10 days. From 10 to 20 percent showed injections of alcohol which quickly intoxicated them.

After such drinking episodes, all the hamsters were forced to go on the wagon and were deprived of alcohol. But they received injections of glucose labeled with radioactive carbon-14 so its use by the brain could be observed.

During the preliminary tests, some hamsters showed higher drinking tendencies than others. After the glucose was injected, the higher drinkers showed a higher level of glucose un-consumed in the brain. In the lower drinking animals, the researchers said,
Checks Delayed Till Friday

The Oct. 1 paychecks for faculty, staff and graduate assistants on the supplemental payroll will be available Friday morning at the Business Office, instead of the usual Wednesday morning.

Employees on the supplemental list are those who were entered on the payroll after Sept. 15. The heavy volume of the supplemental checks to be processed caused many to be delayed.

Payroll information was mailed to Springfield Friday for processing, but was not completed before the office was closed on Tuesday.

The payroll office plans to send a University car to Springfield this afternoon to pick up the checks and bring them back for distribution Friday.

Student work checks are not affected by the supplemental payroll.

Protest Rally Slated Tonight

A protest rally scheduled for 7 p.m. today will be climaxd by a march to President Delyte W. Morris's office.

The rally will begin with speeches in front of Browne Auditorium. The group will then march along Thompson Street to a point across the street from Morris's office.

Student leaders will then place a statement of grievances on the door. The rally will then resume in front of Browne. About five students will stay at Morris's office all night and present the statement to his secretary Friday morning. Morris is out of town.

Students Phil Dematteis and Bob Wenz are scheduled to speak at the rally. Plans are to speak on "policy mistakes of the Morris administration," a spokesman for the group organizing the rally said.

Ted Blomquist, a senior majoring in business, said he has sent the following telegram to Gov. Otto Kerner. "Re Daily Egyptian, Oct. 12. Hope you realize you have just said no to several thousand voters, residents and students in Carbondale."

The Daily Egyptian of Oct. 12 carried a story telling of Kaiser's refusal to meet with SIU students on housing and motor vehicle regulations at the main campus.

Noble H. Kelley Named Division President

Noble H. Kelley, professor of psychology, has assumed the presidency of the Division of Consulting Psychology in the American Psychological Association.

Kelley also has been re-elected executive officer, treasurer and secretary of the American Board of Examiners in Professional Psychology, Inc. The board's office is located on campus. The APA division which Kelley heads is one of 23 within the organization. It is concerned with the scientific bases of psychological practice and offers a yearly award for research in consulting psychology.

Homecoming Dance

Tickets Now on Sale

Tickets for the 1966 Homecoming dance, Oct. 29, are now available at the information desk of the University Center. Peter Palmer and his Orchestra will play for the semi-formal event.

Tickets are $3.50 a couple.

The-payroll office plans to send a University car to Springfield this afternoon to pick up the checks and bring them back for distribution Friday.

Student work checks are not affected by the supplemental payroll.
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HUNTING FOR THE BEST PORTRAIT STUDIO IN TOWN?

Try Rolandos. We find that photos are perfect gifts for that very special occasion.

ROLANDO'S STUDIO

717 S. Illinois PH 9-2451

READ

6.4 TIMES FASTER

IN ONLY 8 WEEKS

The AVERAGE Reading Dynamics graduate reads 6.4 Times faster than his beginning reading speed ... with better comprehension.

SEE A FREE DEMONSTRATION

Where you are:

• See an amazing documented film about Reading Dynamics,
• Learn how Reading Dynamics can help you to faster reading, improved comprehension and memory

TODAY AT

3:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.

HUNT ROOM - HOLIDAY Inn

624 EAST MAIN IN CARBONDALE

THIS IS IT!

This is your last chance to enroll for fall classes

NOW BEING FORMED!

Plan right NOW to attend the free demonstration tonight

HOW IS THIS POSSIBLE?

Eighteen years ago Evelyn Wood, a Utah schoolteacher, made a startling discovery that led to the founding of Reading Dynamics. While working toward a master's degree, she handed a term paper to a professor and watched him read the 80 pages at 4,000 words per minute — with outstanding recall and comprehension. Determined to find the secret behind such rapid reading, she spent the next two years tracking down 20 people who could read at least 1,500 words per minute. She studied their techniques, taught herself to read at these faster rates, now, after years of experience in public schools and universities, she has made it possible for you to benefit from this great discovery.

DOES IT HAVE PROVEN RESULTS?

Results have been reported in Time, Newsweek, Business Week, and Esquire. Demonstrators have appeared on television with Jack Parr, Gary Moore, and Art Linkletter.

Describing Reading Dynamics' impact on some of our nation's legislators, Time said, "Washington has seen nothing like it since the days when Teddy Roosevelt read three books a day and ran the country at the same time."

SENATOR TALMADGE

Georgia

"It is my opinion that if these techniques were introduced in the public and private schools of our country, it would be the greatest single step which we could take in educational progress."

"I must say that this is one of the most amazing educational experiences I have ever had. I have been a college professor for 23 years at Yale and Harvard."

Conventional reading courses aspire to 450-600 words per minute. Most Reading Dynamics graduates can read between 1,500 and 3,000 words per minute, and many even higher.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of each student at least 3 times with equal or better comprehension. We will refund the entire tuition to any student who, after completing minimum class and study requirements, does not at least triple his reading efficiency as measured by our beginning and subsequent tests.

This is it! Your last opportunity to register for fall classes!

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL 247-1269

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute

250,000 GRADUATES
Experts Slated for Grand Opening

Experts in six areas of communications will be spotlighted during the two-day formal opening of Stage I of the new $4 million Communications Building at SIU, Nov. 18-19.

"Journalism, photography, theater, speech, speech pathology, and broadcasting, will be represented, according to C. Horace Talley, dean of the School of Communications."

Featured in a 10 a.m. address Nov. 19 will be Paul F. Lazarsfeld, noted for his research in communications. Lazarsfeld, chairman of the department of sociology at Columbia University, is author of numerous books and articles on social research techniques.

In 1941 he received the research award of Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalism fraternity.

Friday's program will begin at 1:30 p.m. with an address, "Legal and Social Limitations on Freedom of Communications," by Franklin S. Hatman, chairman of the department of public address and group communication, School of Speech, Northwestern University.

At 3 p.m., a symposium, "Press Communication Problems of Our Time," will feature experts in the six areas of communications.

John Howard Lawson, playwright, film writer, and authority on dramatic writing, will deliver a 5 p.m. dinner address, "Origins of Modern Theater," following the symposium.

Lawson, whose plays include "Success Story," "The Pare in Heart," and "Gentlemen," has written screen plays for motion picture features that include "Dynamite," "Blockade," "Four Sons."

"Action in the North Atlantic," and "Sabah." The world premiere of "Rainbow Terrace," a drama by Mordecai Gorelik, research professor of theater, will be presented in the theater of the Communications Building at 8 p.m. following Lawson's talk. Lead role will be played by Paul Mann of New York City who is director of the actor training program at Lincoln Center Repertory Theater.

"The Place of Communication in Higher Education," by Delyte W. Morris, This will follow the Lazarsfeld address.

For those men who would be interested in a group that is destined to become a chapter of one of the largest national fraternities not represented at SIU, you are invited to rush at an informal mixer at the Holiday Inn on October 18th and 19th between 8:00 and 11:00 p.m.

Come and meet the growing membership of Beta Tau Fraternity at the Holiday Inn.
As U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara toured U.S. bases, Premier Nguyen Cao Ky was faced with a cabinet crisis, touched off by the rivalry between northerners and southerners of Viet Nam.

Five southerners in the cabinet offered their resignations, informants said, because McNamara had brought in a northerner to the post of health.

"U.S. May Defend Mekong Delta Area"

WASHINGTON (AP) — If U.S. forces move into a campaign to deny the Viet Cong use of the Mekong River waterways — a decision reportedly now under consideration in South Viet Nam — it will mark this country’s first tangle in a major river war since the Civil War campaigns of 103 years ago.

Despite the Cabinet plan, they say they are ready to begin extensive naval operations to destroy the Viet Cong’s miles of waterways in the delta’s 4th Corps region.

**McNamara Visits Victorious Troops**

SAIGON, South Viet Nam (AP) — Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara visited a coastal battlefield Wednesday, scene of a Communist debacle, and told victorious U.S. and South Korean and Vietnamese troops the battle is "a perfect illustration of the magnificent cooperation of three independent nations."

"There was obviously no weaknesses or lack of trust among these three national armies," McNamara told the troops at Phu Cat, north of which the allied forces wiped out what official claim was the equivalent of a battalion of North Vietnamese and Viet Cong.

"It is also a magnificent example of what modern mobility can do to defeat the enemy and keep our own casualties to the lowest possible level," he said.

**Women Rebelling Over Food Prices**

NEW YORK (AP) — The great supermarket price war is raging in Chicago, super­marketers are cutting prices in Portland, Ore., and the price of bread has fallen in Phoenix, Ariz.

Housewives have engineered a budding consumer rebellion against food prices, and it is spreading across the United States and Canada.

In Denver, Colo., house­wives for Lower Food Prices, comprising 50,000 members, scheduled a boycott of five major chain stores, starting Monday.

The women say they won’t buy the products at target stores except loss leaders, and that freshly baked bread will be left on the shelves to spoil.

"We don’t like to feel we’re being taken to the cleaners and we’re tired of hearing about some rich, invisible middle man who’s causing prices to go up," said Mrs. Jay S. Thriffield, a spokes­man for the group.

In Huntington, W. Va., the Committee for Stable Food Prices, headed by William H. Math, III, has collected 1,760 signatures on petitions asking a federal investigation of food prices. They will be mailed to U.S. Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va., this week.

Housewives Voice for Lower Prices, one of two groups in Phoenix, has dis­patched telegrams to the U.S. Department of Agriculture and to congressmen urging such an investigation. This Phoenix organization has an even more month-long boycott of bread and other items, and increased bread prices fall to 25 cents a loaf from the former 35- to 40-cent price range.

They met last week with Esther Peterson, President Johnson's special assistant for consumer affairs, and she gave them a recipe for homemade bread, and sug­gested using chicken fat for shortening in whole wheat bread and biscuits, and powdered milk instead of whole milk, which has gone up 18 per cent in Phoenix in the past six months.

In Canada, several thousand housewives boycotted supermarket chains over the weekend—the Canadian Thanksgiving holiday. A boycott that began in Ottawa spread across the continent to a dozen cities.

Besides those in Miami, Fla., have talked about boycotting milk producers.

In the Midwest, several food store chains have cut prices as much as 20 per cent, to capitalize on complaints over rising food costs.
Rusk-Gromyko Talks Continue On Space, Nuclear Weapons

WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of State Dean Rusk voiced hope Wednesday that this week’s discussions with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko here will result in agreements to de-militarize space and control the spread of nuclear weapons. But he added: “The fact that discussions are continuing on these points means the matters have not been concluded.”

Rusk said talks on the nuclear nonproliferation agreement “are now concentrated on clearing the underbrush” surrounding the “actual physical transfer and its prevention of nuclear weapons.”

Export Rules Eased to Allow More Russian-U.S. Dealing

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a move to promote more trade with the Soviet bloc, the government eased export restrictions Wednesday on a wide variety of nonstrategic goods ranging from chemicals and machinery to cows, hogs, trusses, bee hives, hosiery and lace.

U.S. firms now can export to the Soviet Union and her Eastern European satellite countries except East Germany, about 400 new commodities including caps for cap pistols, logging wagons, firemen’s hats, mayonnaise and popcorn.

The action was in line with President Johnson’s announcement last Friday in a New York City talk of the administration’s plan to reduce export controls and promote more East-West trade.

Revisions in the export control list don’t apply to the Soviet zone of East Germany with which the United States has no diplomatic relations. They also do not apply to Communist China.

Exporters of the hundreds of commodities removed from the restricted list now can ship them to the Eastern bloc without a special Commerce Department license. These goods can be moved under what it called a general export license.

This will reduce paper work and administrative problems for businessmen and remove a requirement that firms apply for a license and wait until it is issued before agreeing to a transaction.

Before easing export restrictions, the department said it conferred with the Defense, State, Agriculture and Interior departments and what it called “the intelligence community,” presumably the Central Intelligence Agency.

All commodities for which restrictions were eased, the department said, are peaceful goods which may be freely exported without any risk to U.S. national interests.

The goods fall into such general categories as textile products, metal manufactures, pharmaceuticals and manufactured articles.

Broken down further, this includes fiber glass swimming pools, butter churns, auto jacks, chocolate homogenizers, non-ceramic corridor and brassieres, motor scooters and windmills.

Brandt Visits East Berlin

BERLIN (AP) — West Berlin Mayor Willy Brandt went into Communist East Berlin to have dinner Wednesday with the Soviet ambassador to East Germany, Pyotr Abramov, a West Berlin government spokesman said.

The spokesman pointed out that Abramov, along with the U.S., British and French ambassadors, is responsible for questions concerning all of Germany, according to the four-power postwar agreements.

An informed source said that it was the first time that Brandt had visited East Berlin since Easter 1961, several months before the Communists built the wall dividing the city in August of that year.

LUTHERAN STUDENTS
A meeting for Lutheran Students, sponsored by Epiphany Lutheran Church (Lutheran Church in America)

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16 7:00 p.m.
ACTIVITY ROOM C

MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER

PhI KAPPA Tau

MURDALE AUTO SALES
Auto Painting
Free Estimating
Motor Overhaul
Transmission Repair
Muffler & Tailpipe Work
Complete Car Repairs

NEW ARRIVAL....
FALL SLACKS
$7.95 and UP
1c SALE ON GROUP OF LONG SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS
2 for the PRICE of ONE + 1c

The Squire Shop Ltd
MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER

Today's Weather
Partly cloudy and warm today with scattered showers. High around 80. The record high for this date is 94 degrees set in 1928. The record low is 22 degrees in 1917 according to the SIU Climatology Laboratory.
Teachers of Handicapped Needed

(Continued from Page 1)

"Teaching of the deaf is by far the most difficult kind of teaching," Crowner said. The course work is more difficult and the challenge is greater. Teaching a child to speak when he has never heard sounds is done through sight and vibrations.

The class for the deaf at University School has seven students at present, three of whom are only two years old. This is the only program for the deaf in the entire southern Illinois area, Crowner said. However, Illinois as a whole is a leader in facilities for the handicapped.

"We have supported the class for the deaf for years but we haven't had the student teaching to go with it," The students teach both with normal children and handicapped children, will be sent to Chicago.

Upon graduation, these teachers will teach traditional subject matter in untraditional manners. A child, says Crowner, is most influenced by his home and school. "We can't do too much about his home but we can about the school," he said.

The teacher must understand the diagnosticians and be able to work with therapists.

Douglas to Come To Murphysboro

Sen. Paul H. Douglas, Democratic candidate for re-election, will be in Murphysboro from 4:15 to 6 p.m. Friday.

The public is invited to meet the senator at the Democratic headquarters on Walnut Street.

Donald M. Prince, Democratic candidate for state superintendent of public instruction, will speak at 6:30 p.m. today in the Murphysboro Courthouse.

Following his address, Prince will conduct an informal question-and-answer period.

NOTICE ALL STUDENTS

The SIU student
Health Insurance

Plan is effective NOW!

YOU may pay
fees at the
Bursars office.

SINGLE PLAN
One Person: $5.60 quarter

FAMILY PLAN
Student, Spouse, Children: $14.70 quarter

You know it. After graduation you'll have many paths to follow. And the path you take could affect the rest of your entire life.

Right now you're probably looking for all the information about these paths that you can find. So here's some about IBM—and you.

The basic fact is simply this: Whatever your area of study, whatever your immediate commitments after graduation, chances are there's a career for you with IBM.

Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study, sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, October 19

That's it. Whether you're interested in Computer Applications, Programming, Finance and Administration, Research and Development, Manufacturing or Marketing, there could be a career for you with IBM.

Another important point to consider: IBM is the leader in the major growth industry: information handling and control. The industry itself may not mean much to you, just yet. But let us tell you about it.

SIU has had a teaching program for the mentally handicapped for many years and plans to include a teaching program for the visually handicapped in the future.

"Before the legislation, the handicapped were served only at the whim of public school systems. Large metropolitan areas were about the only place where the service was available. The law now provides for training of all exceptional children except the gifted. This includes the blind, deaf, crippled and disturbed."
West Virginia Group

Arts Trio to Present Concert

The American Arts Trio from West Virginia University will be presented in a guest artist concert at 8 p.m. Oct. 26 in the Home Economics Building lecture-demonstration hall. The public is invited without charge.

The group was formed in 1955 in Washington, D.C., and has been at West Virginia University since 1959 as artist trio-in-residence. The group’s concert tours have taken it from coast to coast, and Germany and Mexico under auspices of the State Department. It has made both regional and national network television series.

Members of the trio are Jon Engberg, cello, Arno Brucker, piano, and Donald Portnoy, violin.

Semester Afloat

Alumna to Study On ‘Seven Seas’

Joyce Peters, former SIU student from Illiopolis, Ill., has received a $1,200 scholarship to attend the Seven Seas Division of Chapman College, Orange, Calif.

Miss Peters, a junior majoring in elementary education, will leave from New York City Oct. 26 for a study semester at sea.

The Seven Seas program of Chapman College offers a full semester course of study aboard Holland American Line’s S.S. Ryndam. The Ryndam is completely equipped with classrooms, laboratories, library, theater and hospital.

Fall semester students will visit Lisbon, Barcelona, Marseille, Rome, Athens, Istanbul, Alexandria, Port Said, Suez, Bombay, Colombo, Port Swettenham, Bangkok, Hong Kong, Kobe, Yokohama, and Honolulu. They will arrive at Los Angeles Feb. 4.

TONIGHT!

Candidate for the 21st District in Illinois CONGRESS

BOB BECKMEYER

Speaks-out on student rights at Southern!

Sponsored by the Young Republican club at Southern

BALLROOM A UNIVERSITY CENTER

8:00 P.M.

UNIVERSITY CITY

RESIDENCE HALLS

The Largest and Most Complete Acceptable Living Center Serving SIU Students

- 100% Air Conditioned
- Tennis - Volleyball - Basketball
- Bookstore
- Year-Round Swimming Pool
- Laundromat
- Off Street Parking and Cycle Shelters

- First Class Living - Quality Furnishings
- Full Food Service - Cafeteria
- Free Parking - Air Conditioned
- Best Prices - Fully Carpeted

- 602 E. College
- Phone 549-3396

BIG JIM’s FURNITURE MART

NEW & USED FURNITURE

STUDENT FURNITURE

OUR SPECIALTY

WE BUY, SELL.

127 No. Washington

Next to L.B.J.’s
Farming Ranks Low
In Employment Survey

Results of the first employment questionnaire sent by the School of Agriculture to its graduates revealed that fewer than 10 per cent of the graduates entered the field of farming in the past four years. Only 7.4 per cent of the 1965 graduates began farming after graduating from SIU.

The results indicate that graduate schools and business and industry claim more agricultural graduates each year. In 1965, 40 per cent of the graduates entered graduate school and 16.8 per cent went into business or industry.

The number of graduates entering education, government and military service has decreased, the survey shows. In 1965, education accounted for 3.1 per cent of the graduates, government, 9.3 per cent, and military service, 7.4 per cent.

Wendell E. Keepper, dean of the School of Agricultural, said the overall results are "due to greater commercialization and specialization in agricultural production."

Keepper cited two examples of this: At one time, he said, weeds were controlled by cultivating teams of men and tractors. Now, one farmer can control weeds with a tractor and weed sprayer.

Second, farmers previously produced on their farms the fertilizers they used. Now, they buy it. Although farming requires fewer men each year, more men are needed in feed and machinery production, and in the sale and distribution of agricultural products, Keepper said.

Phillip H. Olsson, assistant dean of the School of Fine Arts, will represent SIU at the National Council of Deans of Fine Arts conference to be held in San Francisco this Saturday to Monday, Burnett H. Shryock, dean, has announced.

Shryock, who was instrumental in forming the new council, canceled his plans to attend because of family illness.

On the agenda for the conference is discussion on the designation of degrees in the fine arts, recent developments in architectural curricula, education of administrative specialists in the fine arts, the newly formed state art commissions and their relationship to higher education, and the role of federal programs in the arts.

W. E. KEEPPER

men with agricultural backgrounds are needed in feed and machinery production, and in the sale and distribution of agricultural products, Keepper said.
Wesley Foundation to Hold Retreat

The Wesley Foundation will hold a study and mission retreat Friday, Saturday and Sunday at Little Grassy Lake. The Rev. William G. Doty, professor of New Testament at Garrett Theological Seminary, Evanston, will speak.

Cars will leave the foundation at 5:30 p.m., Friday and return at 11:00 a.m., Sunday. Arrangements have been made for students with Saturday classes or jobs.

In addition to four addresses by the Rev. Mr. Doty on secularization, revolution and the biblical faith, the weekend will include readings from "Secular City" by Harvey Cox, experimental films and dramatic readings.

Speech Department
To Move Oct. 20

The Department of Speech will move into permanent facilities in the Communications Building on Oct. 20. The departmental and faculty offices will be situated on the second floor. Eventually all speech classes and laboratories will be held in the Communications Building.

Speech Group Picks
New Officers for Fall

Zeta Phi Eta, national professional fraternity for women in speech arts and sciences, has announced its officers for the fall quarter.

They are Sue A. Cartani, president; Carol A. Weil, vice president; and rush chairman; Sally M. Scott, secretary; Carolyn S. Quinter, treasurer; and Bonnie K. Ferneau, publicity chairman.

After graduating from the University of New Mexico, Mr. Doty studied at the Free University of Berlin, and received his bachelor of divinity from San Francisco Theological Seminary. His doctorate in New Testament is from Drew University, Madison, N.J.

Mr. Doty has received the Knights Templar Educational Fellowship and the Presbyterian Graduate Fellowship awards.

He has been an instructor in religion at Rutgers University, a research assistant at the Institute of Ethics and Society, San Anselmo, Calif., and has had numerous religious articles published.

Students and faculty who would like to participate in the weekend should register at the Wesley Foundation. The cost for meals and camp fee is $5.

To place YOUR ad, use this handy ORDER FORM

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ORDER FORM

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

1 DAY (minimum) 35¢ per line
3 DAYS (continuous) 65¢ per line
5 DAYS (continuous) 85¢ per line

DEADLINES

须 write the day, not the date, prior to publication
Turn order advertisement.

1 DAILY EGYPTI-classified advertisement ORDER FORM

Mail order form with remittance to Daily Egyptian, 840 E. 14th, SU.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE NO

DATE

KIND OF AD

Furn Box

For Rent

For Sale

Employment

Personal

Services

Fundi

Entertainment Offered

Lost

Help Wanted

Wanted

RUN AD

1 DAY

3 DAYS

5 DAYS

CHECK ENCLOSED

To place your ad, print in all CAPITAL LETTERS.

1. Check one number of times above per line as specified order area. For example, if you order 5 DAYS, the order area will be in 18 area (AD. in 18 area, or 18 ad. in the days) as indicated above.

2. To find your next column number of times, add the order area, 18 ad. in the days, in the days, etc.

3. Check the order area(s) in the days. This must equal the total order area in the days.

4. 18 AD. in the days, 6 days a week.

5. 18 AD. in the days, 3 days a week.

6. 18 AD. in the days, 5 days a week.

STEVenson ARMS

"The Luxurious Dorm"

Mill and Poplar
(across from Campus) 549-1621

Southern's #1 address for young men!

These ideal features are yours

at a most modest rate!

Stevenson Arms offers an ideal set-up. Its location right next to campus saves the student many valuable minutes. The food is superb. The air-conditioning makes it possible to live and dine in comfort.

Stevenson Arms offers a congenial atmosphere. Pleasure evenings can be spent in any of the four luxurious lounges with continental decor.

Stevenson Arms offers spacious, beautifully-furnished, and sound-proof rooms which are conducive to good study habits.

Stevenson Arms offers extensive recreational facilities.
Statistical Leaders

2 Saluki Opponents
Rank High in NCAA

Two of the football Saluki future opponents are among the leaders in the NCAA major college statistics.

North Texas State's quarterback, Vidal Carlin, is fourth in the nation in forward passing and tenth in total offense.

Carlin has thrown 145 passes in four games for the undefeated Eagles and has completed 62 for 753 yards and seven touchdowns. However, Carlin has had 13 of his passes intercepted and his pass completion percentage is .428.

Two other Eagles are high on the list in pass receiving. John Lowe has had 26 passes for 362 yards and one touchdown to rank sixth in the nation while Jim Russell has nabbed 21 passes for 290 yards and three touchdowns to rank 19th.

Crowned with this fine-passing attack, the Eagles have the 13th best scoring in the nation with Willie Cherry, Cherry has scored four touchdowns and has kicked one field goal for a total of 27 points after four games.

The Eagle defense is also among the nation's leaders, North Texas State ranks eighth in the nation in rushing defense, limiting the opponents an average of only 66.8 yards a game on the ground.

The East Carolina Pirates, SIU's Homecoming opponents, are a strong rushing team. The Pirates are seventh in the nation in rushing offense with an average of 230.3 yards a game.

Bill Bailey is ranked 22nd in both total offense and rushing, Bailey has ripped off 302 yards rushing in the first four Pirate games and has accounted for three Pirate touchdowns.

McNeil Dropped by Pistons;
Roster Cut to 12-Man Limit

George McNeil, ex-Saluki basketball standout, has been dropped from the roster by the Detroit Pistons of the National Basketball Association.

McNeil was the last player to be cut as the Pistons reduced their roster to the 12-man limit for NBA play.

In his three-year varsity career at Southern, McNeil played on two second-place teams in the NCAA College Division tournament. Last year he was named to the Little All America team by the Associated Press.

McNeil led the Salukis in scoring last season with an 11-point-a-game average and was a standout performer in Coach Jack Hartman's control type offense. McNeil dazzled fans with his ability to dribble and fake around the defenses and make twisting layups.
Odd Bodkins

Intramural Flag Football Games Set

Intramural flag football games are scheduled for Friday, Saturday and Sunday as follows:

FRIDAY 4:20 p.m.
Arnie Serlin Team - Bulls, Field 1
Sands South Warriors - U, City Jets, Field 2
Pharaohs - Feet 2nd, Field 5

Saturday 1:30 p.m.
Arnie Serlin Team - Surprisizer - Rhododendron, Field 2
Loggers - Old Styley, Field 3
Gents - Grade, Field 4
Mummies - Springfield Cape, Field 5

Forest Hall Symptoms - Trojans' A, Field 8
Phi Sigma Kappa - Theta XI, Field 8

SUNDAY 1:30 p.m.
Loggers - Grads, Field 1
Rhododendrons - Arnie Serlin Team, Field 2
Mummies - Hay's Dorm, Field 2
The Cheeks - U, City Jets, Field 4
Suburban Rebel Rousers - Trojan R's, Field 5
Brownie Girls - North, Field 6
Roy's Roars - Bailey Bombers, Field 7
Phi Sigma Tau - Delta Chi, Field 8
Phi Sigma Kappa - Tau Kappa Epipson, Field 10

In a hurry? The snapshot service is yours at Suds Studay, 606 E. Illinois
The quality Laundromat with efficient personnel)

NEW YORK (AP) - Al Oerter, three-time Olympic
winner in the discus, and Ralph
Boston, America's broad jump
king, head a team of eight U.S.
track and field athletes who will
compete in the Little Olympics at
Mexico City Oct. 18-20.
The event is a tune-up for
the Olympic Games in that
city in 1968.

Other members of the
squad, which will compete
against athletes from 28 other
countries, are pole vaulter
Bob Seagren, hammer thrower
Ed Burke and javelin specialist
John Tushaus, all of Los Angeles; George Young of New Grande, Ariz.,
and Mile run, mile Jim Greile of
Portland, Ore., and sprinter
Tommie Smith of San Jose State
College.

Surprisizer - Rhododendron, Field 6
Grads - Meccagnia, Field 7
Sands Sants Xi, Field 8
Phi Tau Kappa - Tau Kappa Epipson, Field 9
Little Egypt Ag., Coop. - Kappa Alpha Psi, Field 10

Weekend Schedule

Saturday 1:30 p.m.

Little Egypt Ag., Coop. - Kappa Alpha Psi, Field 10

CLOTHES
"Come Clean"
For You at EAST
GATE CLEANERS
Ph. 9-4221
Walnut at Wall

CLOTHES
"Come Clean"
For You at EAST
GATE CLEANERS
Ph. 9-4221
Walnut at Wall

CLOTHES
"Come Clean"
For You at EAST
GATE CLEANERS
Ph. 9-4221
Walnut at Wall

200 pcs. - Fine shoes, rebuilt engines.
Priced to sell, $1-102. Room 208, 212-4221

1963 VW, Ex. cond. new gearials, $650.00.
1953 CHEVY, very good, $200.00.
1957 CHEVY, good, $185.00.
1955 CHEVY, new motor, new clutch.
New tires, $390.00. Call Hans, 452-7071
or 375-6053.

1963 VW, new engine, new clutch, new tires.
New Frontal, $390.00. Call Hans, 452-7071
or 375-6053.

1963 Yugo, mechanically perfect, $200.00. Ask for special
condition, Call Hans, 452-7071
or 375-6053.

1964 Yugo, great condition, only
mechanical shop. Got engine some good
times on weekends for $300.
1990 Yugo, 494 miles, Call 546-1700

1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1971 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
1970 Ford Fairlan, great condition.
State College of Iowa Plays Host to Salukis Saturday

State College of Iowa and Southern will both be looking for their second victories of the season when they meet Saturday at Cedar Falls. The Panthers bring a 1-3 record into the contest as opposed to the Salukis' 1-2-1 mark.

The Panthers posted off previously unbeaten Augustana last week 28-7, and in doing so unveiled an effective passing game to complement their strong running. In his first start quarterback Ed Mulholland passed for 216 yards, The Panthers' leading rusher thus far is Terry Fox, 5-feet-7, 170-pound halfback.

Fox has gained 307 yards and averaged 4.4 yards a carry. He has also passed three times, completing one for a 33-yard touchdown. Co-captain Ralph Thomsen is second to Fox with 246 yards for a 3.5 average.

The Panthers and Salukis have played one opponent in common so far this year, Drake.

For Homecoming...

The present has a way of slipping into past all too easily. Special events, therefore, should be treated with special care, so to be better remembered. This Homecoming treat yourself to fine clothing from Zwick and Goldsmith — to make sure your appearance is perfect. Our suits of hopsack, worsted, and herringbones give you that needed touch of authenticity that defines a gentleman. At Homecoming, or any other time, you can depend on Z-G for the finest in men's apparel.

Zwick and Goldsmith
Just Off Campus

Suits from $49.95
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